**Accession Number** M209  
**Description**  
A map of Arkansas that serves as an index for the availability of other maps distributed by the United States Geological Survey. Specifics of each map, such as original publisher, date of publishing, map scale, and other details, are explained in the map key at the bottom right corner. Ink annotations highlight a large collection of maps near the northeastern part of Arkansas. The map also features state and county lines, cities and towns, rivers, creeks, railroads, and other details. Print on the back describes specific maps and summarizes the features of United States Geological Survey topographical maps.  

**Date(s)**  
ca. December, 1953  
**Cartographer** United States Department of the Interior, United States Geological Survey.  
**Keywords** Cities and towns  
**Photo Color** Color
**Physical Size** 18 X 20 1/2 inches

**Related Collection (Plain)**
Harry S. Truman Post-Presidential Papers

**Restrictions** Unrestricted

**Scale** 2 1/2 inches = 40 miles

**TIF Identifier** M209.tif

**Rights**
This item is in the public domain and can be used freely without further permission.

**Note: If you use this image, rights assessment and attribution are your responsibility.**


Courtesy Harry S. Truman Library & Museum, Independence, Missouri.

Attention media: Please make note of this item's map number. Print out this page and retain it for your permissions records before downloading this image file for possible publication. Library staff cannot sign permissions forms or provide additional paperwork. The Library charges no usage fees for downloaded images. Fees are charged for higher resolution scans.